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In order to examine the duality structure in low-energy K-N scattermg, the experimental 

phase shifts are analysed by the sum of one-particle-exchange terms in two cases ; one includes 

only t-channel states and the other only u-channel ones. Coupling constants are restricted 

by other experiments, the universal coupling hypothesis and the unitary symmetry. It is 

found that a fair agreement with experiments is obtained for both cases and some kind of 

the pole-pole duality seems to be present 

S 1. Imtroduction 

The pole-pole duality, first introduced by Venezianol) in his model for scattering 

amplitude and supplied with the quark-diagram interpretation by several authors,2) 

rs supposed to be one of the fundamental characteristics of hadron interactions, as 

well as an exciting extension of the duality of Regge poles and resonances.3) It is 

very mteresting to ~x~mme how the pole-pole duality is realized at low energies 

The Veneziano-type representationl) is in general not so successful at . Iow energies, 

because rt does not usually give correct description of daughters and has many am-

biguous satellite terms. These have crucial effe"cts in reproducing the detailed be-

haviour of partial-wave amplitudes 

In this paper, we study the duality structure of the low-energy scattering 

amplitude by a more "phenomenological" approach using the sums of one-particle-

exchange terms over "observed" particles, in the way done recently by Yanagida4) 

for 7c - N scattering. From the viewpoint of pole-pole duality between non-exotic 

particles, the elastic K - N scattering may have a particularly simple structure as 

Z(baryon exchange in u-channel) = ~(meson exchange in t-channel). Here, we 
examme the scattering considering only non-exotic particles as exchanged states. 

The t- or u-pole saturation of a K - N Veneziano-type amplitude was investigated 

by Kinoshita and Shiga.5) They found that the contributions from lowest-lying-

meson exchanges in the t-channel almost saturate the Veneziano amplitude at low 

energies, while, the amplitude is not well saturated by the sum of finite terms of baryon 

exchange contributions in the u-channel 

We consider low-lying mesons or baryons as exchanged particles in the t-channel 

ot ti-channek . ･ However, we add th~ contact interaction terms to the low-lying-baryon-
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exchange pole terms by taking account of kaon PCAC. The contact terms may be 

regarded as a representation of contributions from higher-mass baryon states 

In S 2, we shall present some assumptions in this analysis, the particles considered 

and their mteractions. In S 3, the experimental phase shifts are compared with the 

sum of the one-particle-exchange terms in two cases ; one includes only mesons in the 

t-channel and the other only baryons in the u-channel. There, coupling constants 

are restricted by other experiments, the universal coupling hypothesis and the unitary 

symmetry. We shall summarize and discuss the results in S 4. 

S 2. Mesons and baryons to be exchamged amd their imteractions 

We consider the following mesons or baryons6) to be exchanged 

p(770, JP = 1-), co(783 JP I ) f(1270 JP 2+) and A (1310 JP 2+) (2 1) 

or, 

A(1116, JP=1/2+), A(1520, JP=3/2-), ~(1193 JP 1/2+) 
(2.2) 

~(1385, JP = 3/2+) ~~nd ~(1670, JP = 3/2-) . 

The ~ and f' contributions will be negligible because their couplings to NN 

are disconnected in the quark diagram and so suppressed (the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka 

rule7)). . 
We suppose the g, ~ a;Id S* mesons to be 2q2~ exotic states, following the opinion 

proposed by Jaffe.8) And they are excluded from the present analysis. The coupling 

of 2q2~ exotic state to mesons is suppressed by the Freund-Walz-Rosner rule.9) 

The a meson, needed in models of low-energy N - N scattering,ro,11) is also supp0~ed 

to be a 2q2~ exotic state,11) The er may be identified with the e 

The contribution from A(1405, JP = 1/2-) is found to be negligibly small.12) 

Thus, the A(1405) is omitted. 

Higher-mass baryons, including the ~(1765, JP = 5/2-) of the ~:p trajectory, will 

have effects mainly on lower partial waves. We assume that their contributions can 

be represented by the contact mteraction terms stated in S I . The expressions for the 

contact terms are given below. 

We take the following interaction Hamiltoni~n densities for the mesons and 

baryons in (2.1) and (2.2) : 

~ fNNV (47c)~gNNV~typ~epp+(4lc)2 4m ~ap"~(apep.-e,epp) 

+ (4lc)~gvKKI {(a c+)ip - c+apip} epu 

for (N, N, l-) and (.K,-K, 1-) vertices,' (2 3) 
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(4~)~ 9NNT ~~y (.a ~)epu"+(47c)2 9T-mKK (e c+)(a ip)(pu, 

m 
for (N, N, _'+) and (K, K, 2+) vertices, (-'.4) 

(47T)~GHNK~~iy5yc+h.c. for (N, 1/2+, K) vertex, (_'.5) 

1 GHNK (47c)~ ~(1, iy5)~ueuip+h.c, for (N, 3/2+,-, K) vertices. (2.6) 
m 

The nucleon and kaon fields are represented by ~ and ip respectively, while ~/ and ~fp 

represent the J = 1/2 and 3/-' hyperon fields. Vector and tensor fields are denoted by 

epu and ~p.. The nucleon mass rn is introduced to make coupling constants dimen-

sionless. The interactions as given in Eqs. (2.3) - (2.6) are for exchanged particles 

with isospin zero. For exchange of baryon with isospin one, one replaces ~ip by 

~~c. For the p meson, one replaces ~~ and c+c by ~ ~ ~ and c+ ~ c, and for the 

A2 meson ~~ and ip+ip by ~~~ and ip+rip. The extra factor 1/2 for the p is intro-

duced to conform to the Sakurai's universality convention.13) 

The Feynman amplitudes of the lowest order diagrams from each contribution 

of p, co, etc., are given for the above interactions by the usual perturbation calculation 

From them, we obtain the real partial wave amplitudes oe{1+) for the K - N states with 

rsosprn I and total angular momentum j = I ~ 1/2 for each exchange of the above 

particles. The expressions for these partial wave amplitudes are seen, for example, 

in Reference 14). We note that the definitions of some coupling constants here are 

different from those in Ref. 14) 

To the I /2+ baryon exchange amplitude for the interaction (2.5), we add a contact 

term by taking account of kaon PCAC. As already stated above, such a contact term 

rs assumed to represent contributions from higher-mass baryons omitted from (2.2) 

Following Cutkosky et al.,15) the adding is done only in the A amplitude as 

41CGHNK ('M- m) _ (M- ln) 1 -> 41CGHNK 
u - M2 u - M2 (M+ m) 

47CGHNK - (u-m2) (:2.7) 
(M+ m) (u - M2) ' 

Here, M is the mass of the exchanged baryon, and the isospin factor is omitted. The 

consrstency of the final amplitude in Eq. (2.7) with kaon PCAC is seen from the fact 

that it satisfies Adler's PCAC consistency conditionl6) 

A(1=~)(s= 2, = (2.8) m t // u=m2;(mass)2 of initial kaon=0)=0, 

where /1 is the mass of kaon. 

The J = 3/2 baryon exchange amplitudes given by the interactions (2.6) satisfy 
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the condition (2.8). Thus, no more contact terms are needed for them. We note that 

the interactions (2.6) yield amplitudes consisting of the pole term and some contact 

terms 14) 

The partial wave amplitude, which we require, is the sum of the contributions 

from the above mesons or baryons : 

oc;I~) ~Qc;I~) (meson), or ~0cfl+) (baryon) . (_'.9) 

The unitarity requirements for the S-matrix are satisfied by taking account of the 

damping effect, i.e, by replacing the real ocfli) as 

oc{1+) ~> cc{I~) (2. 10) 
1-ioc(1) ' 

li 

and equating the final quantity with (Sfl~) _ 1)/(2i). This is equivalent to take 

tan ~fl:~) = oc{1:b)' (2. 1 1) 
where 6 is the phase shift 

S 3･ Colmparison with experiluemts 

We compare the sum of meson exchanges or baryon exchanges with the I = I and 

O phase shifts from phenomenological phase-shift analysis at laboratory momenta 

up to 0.81 GeV/c, where the inelastic cross section is small. 

As experimental phase shifts, the set of the I = I phases (y solution) of Albrow et 

al.17) and the I = O ones (8A+ solution) of the BGRT Collaborationl8) is taken. The 

I = I phases are fairly established in the momentum region under discussion. Al-

though there is another good solution of different type for the I = O state, the yA' 

solution, this solution is essentially coincident with the ~A'-type one at the momenta 

where we make the comparison with the theory 

The set of experimental phase shifts is shown in Figs. 1(a) - I (e) and 2(a) - 2(e) 
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Fig. 2. Phase shifts in the I=0 state from the phenomenological phase-shift analysis, and 

theoretical curves. Phenomenological phases from an energy-dependent phase-shift 

analysisl8) (DBGRT solution), obtained using experiments at PLAB =0.60- I .51 GeV/c, 

are also shown by the dot-dashed curves for the comparison 

3.1 The Ineson-exchange model 

Frrst we compare the sum of meson exchanges in the t-channel with experiments 

There are some informations about the coupling constants of considered mesons 

The ratios of tensor to vector NNp and NNco couplings are determined from the 

electromagnetic form factors assuming the vector dominance model : 19) 

fNNpl9NNp = 3 70 f l9 - O (3. 1) 
' ' NNco NN*' ~ ' 

gNNpgpKK and gNN~g~KK are predicted from the generalized universal coupling hy-

pothesisl3) in terms of the F-type coupling in the SU(3) symmetry. FQr - the ~VNV 

vertex, it seems plausible that the SU(3) is obeyed in the Sachs form factors GE(t) 
t
 = g(t) + 2 f(t) and GM(t) = g(t) + f(t) rather than in the coupling constants g and 

4/ n 

f.20) Using g~*･ = 2.84~0.5021) from observed width and g~N~ = 17:!~5 from an analy-

sis of the isoscalar form factor22)*) (or, g~N~ = 8 8 - 13 from NN data23)) we have 

gNNpgpKK = 2.3 - 3 3 (3. 2) 
gNN~g~KK = 2.6 - 4 3 (3.3) 

(or, 2.2-3.3) . (3.4) 
Here the ideal mixing is assumed for the vector meson nonet 

For the coupling constants of f and A2 mesons, detailed informations have not 

obtained yet. If we take 10-2024) from NN data as a possible value of g~Nf' together 

with g~KK - 3 5 from observed partial wrdth then we have gNNfgfKK ~ 5 9 ~ L 8.4 

The sign of it is determined from the requirement that the contributions from co and f 

*) An analysis of the isoscalar form factors shows a bump-dip structure 'in Im F1" An acceptable 

fit is afforded by the value of g2A,i~*･82) 
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should be destructive each other. All the ocfl+L-1'o)((o) are negative under the restric-

tions (3.1) and (3.3). While, when gNNf9fKK 

Restricting the coupling constants of p and co by Eqs. (3.1) - (3.3) and taking those 

of f and A2 mesons as free parameters, we make the fit to the experimental data by 

minimizing the L2 defined as 

L ~ [c)c(I~)( PLAB) - tan 6{I~)(PLAB)]2. (3.5) 

The obtained results (with L2 = 2.4) are shown in Figs. I and 2 The values of 

coupling constants corresponding to the results are as follows ' 

gNNpgpKK=3.30, fNNpgpKK=3.70 x 3.30, gNN~g~KK=3.14, 

(fNN~g~kK=0 fixed), gNNfgfKK=~6.66, gNNA29A2KK=-1.21 (3.6) 

3.2 The baryon-excllange 1'nodel 

The coupling constants for the resonances A(1520) and ~(1670) above the ~: - N 

threshold are restricted by their decay widths : 

GA(1520)NK 26~46, G~(1670)NK=2~10 (3.7) 
For the Z(1385) we restrict its coupling constant by the unitary symmetry. The SU(3) 

invariance gives G~(1385)NK GA(1232)N./6 - 2 8 with the observed width of A(1232) 

Alternatively, the observed width of ~(1385)->A7r gives G~(1385)NK =2Gs(1385)A*/3 ~: 2
 

3.8. We assume, therefore, 

G~(1385)NK ~: 2.8 - 3 8 (3.8) 
The coupling constants for A(.1116) and ~(1193) are taken as free parameters 

After the fitting to data their values will be compared with the unitary symmetry 

predictions . 

We make an L2-minimum search in the same way as for the meson-exchange 

model. The obtained theoretical amplitudes are also shown in Figs. I and 2. The 

determmed values of coupling constants are 

G~(1116)NK=17.1, G2 =5.88, G~(1385)NK 3 67 2( 1 193)NK 

G~(1520)NK=26.0, G2 =2.00. (3.9) 2(1670)NK 

If the contact terms for A(1116) and ~(1193) in Eq. (2.7) are excluded, then we 

have, from an L2-minimum search, G~(1116)NK=4'62, G~(1193)NK=1.48, G~(1385)NK 

=3.41, G~(1520)NK=26.0 and G~(1670)NK=2.00. It is clear that the s~nallness of 

values of G~(1116)NK and G~(1193)NK' compared with (3.9), is owing to lower partial 

waves (the S1/2 and P1/2 Waves) with which the contact terms are concerned. The 

L2 value in the case without the contact terms (L2 = I . 1) is comparable to that in the 

case with the contact terms (L2 = I .4). However, the calculated amplitude for the 
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I = I P3/2 State m the case without the contact terms has a tendency different from 

experiments, as seen in Fig. 1(c). So, the small values of G~(1116)NK 2 and Gs(1193)NK 

are not plausible 

The .values of G~(1 1 16)NK and G~(1193)NK in (3.9) are not incompatible with the pre-

dictions from SU(3) and the known value of iVN7c coupling (G~N* = 12.2 - 15.62 1)), if the 

symmetry breaking makes oc = D/(D + F) slightly larger than its S U(6) prediction 0.6 

The value - 17 for G~(1116)NK is compatible also with the generalized Goldberger-

Treiman relation 

From the comparisons of the meson- or baryon-exchange model with experiments 

seen in Figs. I and 2, we find the following : 

(a) An acceptable fit is given by each of the two models, with coupling constants 

consistent with other experiments respectively. Large discrepancies are only in lower 

partial-wave states (the S1/2 and P1/2 States) and at comparatively higher momenta.*) 

Therefore, some kind of the pole-pole duality seems to be present 

(b) If one takes the (meson plus baryon)-exchange model and retains coupling con-

stants consistent with other experiments, one must clearly have theoretical amplitudes 

much larger than experiments (in the absolute values) for almost all of the partial-wave 

states. The (meson plus baryon)-exchange model is unlikely 

In Frgs . 3(a) and 3(b), we show the theoretical phase shifts for F-wave states given 

by the coupling constants (3.6) or (3.9). Experimental phasesl7,18) obtained at mo-

menta higher than 0.81 GeV/c are also shown 
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(c) The phases predicted by the meson-exchange model are consistent with experi-

ments at hrgher momenta, as seen in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). This makes us believe the 

validity of the meson-exchange model for K - N scattering more firmly. Moreover, 

it is found that the p + co + f + A2 exchange, that is, the exchange of the lowest-lying 

mesons rs dommant in the K - N scattering at low energies (see Figs. 1, 2 and 3) 

(d) While, the F-wave phases at higher momenta given by the exchange of low-lying 

baryons in (2.2) are in general smaller than experiments (in the absolute values).*) 

From the present analysis, it is suggested that the series of baryon exchanges converges 

slower than that of meson exchanges 

S 4. Sumlnary and discussiom of resullts 

(1) We have studied the particle-exchange structure of the elastic K - N scattering at 

10w energies by a phenomenological model. We have found that the pole-pole duality 

between non-exotic particles seems to be present in this process. 

The (meson plus baryon)-exchange model is not plausible 

(2) We have assumed the PCAC for kaons in the present analysis. And the contact 

terms suggested by the PCAC have been added to low-lying-baryon-exchange 
amplitudes. As the value - 17 for G~(1116)NK obtained in this analysis is compatible 

wrth the generalized Goldberger-Treiman relation, the PCAC for kaons and the results 

in this analysis are supposed to have a validity 

(3) The K - N scattering at low energies is dominated by the p + co + f + A2 exchange 
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